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Introduction Brexit and divorce 

The ‘B’ word means changes. I discuss these changes together with 

problems and opportunities relating to investment. I consider overseas bank 
accounts. Birmingham to take over from London as the financial centre. 

Market Commentary 

‘Helicopter Money’ is the new alternative term to ‘Quantitative Easing’, 
which in turn means printing money. It seems that the BoE are determined to mitigate the Brexit vote 

effect. Many Property funds are temporarily suspended due to calls on funds for encashment. A 

slowdown in the UK economy is predicted widely. 

Brexit 

Think of the UK as a business and the countries of the rest of the World as other businesses. The 

‘Balance of Payments’ is broadly a measure of UK plc’s income and expenditure. Unfortunately we have 

a history of spending more than we are earning but happily we have until now been largely cushioned 

from our deficit by inward foreign investment. 

For the UK to remain afloat we need to export more and/or for foreigners to continue to invest in us. 

Whilst many overseas investors now see the UK as less attractive, a primary consideration when 
investing is alternatives. Happily some other countries have more problems than us – by default we 

are still a good investment choice given our (relatively) stable political and fair legal systems. Of 

course the de-valuation of Sterling means that UK assets are now cheaper for foreigners. 

Future administration and legal matters including trade deals are a big issue and it seems that HMG 

are working hard on this but the actual withdrawal from the EEC will likely be a protracted business. 

The use of trade tariffs against UK goods would be difficult to deal with. 

Government Actions: 

The new Chancellor has announced tax cutting measures to offset the tendency for some firms to 

move offshore and the BoE has cut rates to an historic low. The autumn budget will be interesting. 

How will we handle investments going forward? 

Since the Brexit vote markets generally have risen. This is because some Uncertainty has been 
quashed - the ‘U’ word has a significant effect on investment markets with bad news often being 

preferable to no news. 



Flexibility and access to a wide range of markets are vital: Modern investment systems allow us to 

invest Worldwide across a range of assets and to change such holdings at the drop of a hat – more 

than ever now flexibility is key when investing – the ability to move or change holdings quickly and 

cheaply. 

Not patriotic. 

Patriotism in this regard is not a consideration – we will look for the best way to safeguard our clients’

money and to make gains. It is likely that we will look at two things: 

• UK Investment – It may be that the UK suffers in the short term from inflation and 
unemployment. However those UK companies that export will benefit from more competitive 

goods and services due to lower cost because of exchange rates. This is illustrated by the FTSE 

100 index - which has 70% of its earnings from outside the UK – which has risen significantly. 

Targeted UK investment will continue to provide good returns. We will keep a core of UK holdings 

including UK Government holdings which we believe will continue to be defensive. 

• Overseas Investment - This is where modern investment tools really work. Current systems 

allow us to invest globally and this increases diversification – lots of eggs and baskets. By 
building diverse portfolios spread geographically we can achieve a range of possibilities. Building 

in safer overseas holdings such as US Treasuries can insulate portfolios from volatile markets; 

we may increase our overseas holdings by reducing UK securities. 

SUMMARY 

Will the UK be better off in the long run? I hope so but one thing is certain, the vote is history and we 

need to get on with it. Whilst I personally did not vote for Brexit we as a firm will probably benefit; this 

is because as savings rates fall (and particularly if inflation rises), leaving money on deposit will 

become less attractive compared to investing it. So-called real asset backed investment (shares, fixed 

interest, property etc.) has traditionally provided good returns and a hedge against inflation over the 
medium term. 

Question and Answer section: 

Q. Mr N. I have seen overseas bank accounts that pay far higher rates than are available in the UK –

should I put some money overseas? 

A. Perhaps not a Sterling idea. 

Exchange rates are the issue here. If you make a 10% return but the currency chosen falls against the 

pound by more than this then you are going backwards. This is ok as long as you are aware of the risk 

factor and get the timing right. However you also need to consider investor protection regimes in other 

countries (in the event of failure of a bank) which are mostly worse than ours in the UK, or non-

existent. 

Review Service 

Our offer of a free review and strategy report is still open to recipients of this newsletter; call me if you 

would like a chat. 

And finally…

Please continue the feedback – telephone us or send an email. In the next edition I look at property 

investment. 



P.S. 

I have read about regional and industry rivalries following Brexit. There is for example some concern 

that HMG will, when negotiating trade deals, favour the financial services industries - which in turn 

favours London and the South. 

Now the UK is the best place in the world to live in and the jewel in its crown is in fact Birmingham -
aka ‘the Midlands Powerhouse’. To save any disputes I believe that now is the time to move the seat of 

power to the City of Birmingham - whose motto appropriately is ‘Forward’. As well as Birmingham’s 

manufacturing / exporting abilities (enhanced by the fall in Sterling) this will allow politicians to reduce 

their living costs and average travel and overnight claims considerably. Other advantages will include 

the lessening of the likelihood of any future expenses scandals and the boosting of the local economy 

(Balti houses and the like). The Scots, Welsh and Irish will feel closer to the heart of matters and 

thereby less likely to wander off. There will be language issues but this could easily be rectified by the 
compulsory viewing of the entire first season of ‘Peaky Blinders’ with subtitles switched on. 

Of course alternatively we could take the view that Brexit has created enough upheaval for one decade 

and instead all work together and just get on with it….. 
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